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Figure 1: This work introduces efficient online methods to build all-frequency approximations to the light transport distribution
in a scene by exploiting both its spatial and temporal coherence, and shows several ways in which these approximants can be
used to control the underlying sampling process and greatly reduce sample variance in a regular path tracer. The left side of the
picture shows the approximation built by progressive spatio-temporal filtering after 32 iterations at 1spp, while the right side
shows the converged path traced result employing this approximation as a control variate.
Abstract
This work introduces progressive spatio-temporal filtering, an
efficient method to build all-frequency approximations to the
light transport distribution into a scene by filtering individ-
ual samples produced by an underlying path sampler, using
online, iterative algorithms and data-structures that exploit
both the spatial and temporal coherence of the approximated
light field. Unlike previous approaches, the proposed method
is both more efficient, due to its use of an iterative tempo-
ral feedback loop that massively improves convergence to a
noise-free approximant, and more flexible, due to its use of a
representation that allows to encode directional variations
like those due to glossy reflections. We then introduce four
different methods to employ the resulting approximations to
control the underlying path sampler and/or modify its asso-
ciated estimator, greatly reducing its variance and enhancing
its robustness to complex lighting scenarios. The core algo-
rithms are highly scalable and low-overhead, requiring only
minor modifications to an existing path tracer.
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1 Introduction
Light transport simulation can be an arbitrarily challenging
problem, due to the fact it requires to numerically estimate
millions of pixel integrals whose infinite dimensional inte-
grands may have arbitrarily high variance. Forty years of
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research have produced a vast plethora of methods to in-
crease the efficiency of this complex estimation problem,
mostly based on variants of Monte Carlo integration meth-
ods, often tailored to specific scenarios. The vast majority
of these propose different strategies for path sampling, the
core operation required to numerically sample the pixel inte-
grals. In this category fall many general purpose methods,
like bidirectional path tracing and its variants [Veach 1997],
MCMC techniques like Metropolis Light Transport and its
descendents [Veach and Guibas 1997; Kelemen et al. 2002;
Pantaleoni 2017; Bitterli et al. 2017], as well as more ad-hoc
methods such as many-lights sampling, manifold exploration
[Jakob and Marschner 2012; Kaplanyan et al. 2014; Hanika
et al. 2015b], and many others.
Despite the sheer amount of research, the most popular
basic method for path sampling remains path tracing, [Ka-
jiya 1986], often augmented by specific techniques to sample
particular light transport events. The reason why the most
basic technique is also the most successful is to be found
both in its simplicity, which leads to higher execution effi-
ciency on modern computing architectures, and to its very
high per-sample efficiency on average content, that does not
feature extremely complex visibility or rare events such as
those due to specular-diffuse-specular transport. In order
to improve path tracing, a recent spur of research has fo-
cused the attention on path guiding, with the idea of learning
custom importance samplers on-the-fly to better guide the
samples towards the more important regions of path space
[Vorba et al. 2014; Herholz et al. 2016; Mu¨ller et al. 2017;
Dahm and Keller 2017; Mu¨ller et al. 2019]. All of these
methods can be seen as forms of online learning of differ-
ent spatio-directional approximations to the underlying light
field (for example based on Gaussian mixture distributions
embedded in a spatial k-d tree in the approaches of Vorba et
al [2014] and Herholz et al [2016], quad-trees in the approach
of Mueller et al [2017], simple tabulations in the approach of
Dahm et al [2017], and neural networks in neural importance
sampling [Mu¨ller et al. 2019]).
A more limited form of online approximation of the input
light field can be found in historical approaches that cached
irradiance at specific points in the scene [Chaos Group 2008;
Keller et al. 2014]. The path space filtering algorithm by
Keller et al [2014] constructed an approximation of the in-
put irradiance arriving at a given vertex along a path (in
the original paper, the first diffuse vertex as seen from the
camera). The approximation was built by augmenting a
path tracer with a spatial data structure used to average the
contributions from all paths whose first diffuse vertex happen
to be close-by in space. The averaged contributions would
then be used as a replacement for the original unbiased esti-
mator at the specified vertex, resulting in a biased (although
potentially consistent) estimator of the diffuse portion of the
rendering equation. A similar strategy is described in the
documentation of v-ray’s Light Cache [Chaos Group 2008].
The path space filtering algorithm has been later extended to
perform this on-the-fly using fast spatial hashing as a spatial
data structure [Binder et al. 2018].
Our work work is divided into two main parts. In the first,
we introduce a general purpose method that can be used to
build similar approximations of full rank incoming and outgo-
ing light fields, as well as their products with local brdfs, with
greatly increased convergence speed. Our methods are based
on a rigorous discretization of the involved scalar light fields,
and the application of efficient transport simulation meth-
ods derived from a novel combination of path-tracing and
radiosity-style finite element solvers. In the second, we study
many different uses of the resulting approximants to improve
the underlying path sampling estimators, not restricted to
simple path guiding. In particular, we will show that there
are simpler and more efficient unbiased estimators than those
used for path guiding that can be obtained by using the
obtained light-field approximation as a control variate, and
that by introducing some bias we can bridge the gap between
unbiased estimation and biased techniques that directly use
the approximation as a lighting cache. Using control variates
for path tracing had already been attempted by Lafortune
and Willems [2016], by employing a 5d tree based approxi-
mation of radiance built on-the-fly. Our work shares many
similarities with theirs, although we have built it on a more
formal framework and faster algorithms for computing such
approximations, and focused on novel algorithms and data
structures geared towards a real-time implementation.
While the theoretical contributions we are introducing
have general validity, our work explicitly targets real-time
settings which have not been previously addressed by other
path guiding methods. Contrary to previous approaches,
all of our methods are designed to be efficiently mapped to
GPUs, exploit all the available parallelism and be effective
even at the low sample counts typically available in real-time
ray-tracing scenarios.
2 Progressive Spatio-Temporal Filtering
In order to describe our key algorithm, let’s first consider
a hypothetical discretization H = {bh : h ∈ {1, · · · , N} ×
{1, · · · ,M}} of the 5-dimensional light field, seen as the ten-
sor product of N spatial basis functions and M directional
basis functions. Our key insight is that we can see the con-
struction of our desired approximation as a finite-element
solver for the rendering equation using our discretization
H as a basis. In order to build an efficient solver, we can
draw a parallel to and get inspiration from so-called radiosity
methods. In fact, while radiosity solvers have been soon
discarded in favour of the more flexible Monte Carlo meth-
ods, which proved to allow for much greater realism due
to their capacity to model arbitrarily high frequency effects
without the restrictions imposed by a finite-element basis,
many methods developed for radiosity were nearly optimal
for the finite-element setting. In this setting, we can view the
solution of the discretized rendering equation as the solution
of:
Lo = TLo + Le (1)
L˜o = < Lo, bh > (2)
where T is the transport operator [Veach 1997], and <,>
denotes projection on the basis functions. Our approach to
solving it efficiently is a hybrid between progressive radiosity
and Monte Carlo path tracing.
2.1 Basic path tracing solver
Since we want to obtain an online learning algorithm that
reuses the samples we generate by the underlying path sam-
pler to build the finite element approximation, we start by
considering a path-tracing based solver of the discretized
equation.
The first thing to notice is that each generated path will
touch as many finite-elements as it has vertices: as a con-
sequence, we can use each sample path to update all the
finite-elements it lands upon.
In the following, we will assume we may have several path
sampling techniques, each associated with a sampling proba-
bility p and a corresponding multiple importance sampling
weight w (where we omit the dependence on the technique
for improved readability). Given a sample path x with n+ 1
vertices x = x0x2...xn, and assuming its probability and mul-
tiple importance sampling weight decompose into products
of the form:
p(x) = p(x0) · p(x1|x0) · · · p(xn|xn−1)
w(x) = w(x0) · w(x1|x0) · · ·w(xn|xn−1)
we can update the solution at the finite elements touched by
vertex xi using an unbiased estimator provided by the tail of
the path xi · · · xn. Let’s denote with L¯o(xi, ωi) the quantity:
L¯o(xi, ω
o
i ) = Le(xi, ω
o
i )
+
∑
j>i
Le(xj , ω
o
j )
i≤k<j∏
k
fk(ω
i
k, ω
o
k)G(xk, xk+1)
w(xk+1|xk)
p(xk+1|xk) ,
(3)
where G denotes the geometric throughput between two
vertices, fk denotes the bidirectional scattering distribution
function at vertex k, and ωik and ω
o
k denote the incoming and
outgoing directions at vertex k. A single-sample unbiased
estimator of our approximation L˜o,h =< Lo, bh > could now
theoretically be obtained as:
L˜o,h ≈ L¯o(xi, ωoi )bh(xi, ωoi )
· w(x0) · · ·w(xi|xi−1)
PT (xi, ωoi )
. (4)
where PT (x, ω) is the total throughput measure probability
of sampling a path which lands on the point x from direction
−ω. Unfortunately, as we show in the Appendix, this factor
is itself a marginal probability, whose computation would
involve integrating over all of path space.
However, if the spatial and angular support of the basis
functions is small, and we can neglect variations inside the
support, a slightly biased but practical density estimator can
be obtained by shooting N paths xp, with p ∈ 1, · · ·N and
keeping track of a weighted sum of the number of vertices ch
that fall on each basis function bh:
ch =
N∑
p=1
∑
i
bh(xp,i, ω
o
p,i) · w(xp,i|xp,i−1) (5)
and using the formula:
L˜o,h ≈
N∑
p=1
L¯o(xp,i, ω
o
p,i)
bh(xp,i, ω
o
p,i)w(xp,i|xp,i−1)
ch
. (6)
Notice how this is similar in principle to what was pro-
posed in path space filtering [Keller et al. 2014], except it is
extended to update an approximation of the light field at all
path vertices, using arbitrary basis functions that span both
the spatial and the directional domain, and using multiple
importance sampling.
2.2 Progressive solver
In the previous section we saw how the sample paths ob-
tained by a regular path sampler can be used to estimate the
projection over the outgoing light field on a finite element
basis. The resulting method is unbiased, but has the same
convergence speed as ordinary Monte Carlo path tracing.
Much faster convergence can obtained looking at solutions
Figure 2: A schematic visualization of the path-tracing
based progressive hierarchical solver: each vertex along a
path touches a finite element (in this case over the outgoing
radiance field), which gets updated using information at the
next vertex along the same path. Approximate path footprints
are used to determine the proper finite-element hierarchy
level.
inspired by the radiosity literature. Recall that the solution
of the rendering equation can be written as:
Lo = Le +TLe +T
2Le +T
3Le + · · · (7)
In other words, the equilibrium radiance distribution is the
sum of emitted radiance transported once, twice, three times,
and so on. We can exploit this fact by replacing our unbiased
estimator of equation (4) with an estimator that reuses the
current projection estimate at each basis function. This is
similar to the application of Jacobi iteration for the solution of
a linear system, or so called progressive radiosity algorithms.
Let’s call L˜curro,h our current estimate for the outgoing radiance
projected over the basis bh, and let’s redefine our estimator
as:
L˜newo,h ≈
N∑
p=1
L¯newo (xp,i, ω
o
p,i)
bh(xp,i, ω
o
p,i)w(xp,i|xp,i−1)
ch
(8)
with:
L¯newo (xi, ω
o
i ) = Le(xi, ω
o
i )
+ L˜curro,h (xi+1, ω
o
i+1)fi(ω
i
i , ω
o
i )G(xi, xi+1)
· w(xi+1|xi)
p(xi+1|xi) (9)
Notice that even though this definition applies the transport
operator only once, since it transports our current estimate
of L˜curro,h , its iterative application will lead to the full solution
of equation (1) and (7).
In practice, in order to apply this technique, we can cast
paths in waves, for example by sampling one path per pixel
per frame, and performing the updates of equation (8) and
(9) using the approximation corresponding to the previous
frame.
2.3 Progressive hierarchical solver
The last step for obtaining even faster convergence is the
use of a hierarchical solver. In order to do this, we have to
assume a hierarchy of finite elements Hl where l represents
the level of detail. Once we have that, we can simply replace
the use of L¯curro,h in equation (9) with a suitably selected
hierarchy level L¯curro,h,l. In our implementation, we choose the
appropriate level by tracking approximate path footprints,
using the heuristic described by Bekaert et al [2003]. A
conceptual visualization of the final algorithm is sketched
in Figure 2, whereas pseudo-code for the basic path-tracing
skeleton is given in Algorithm 1. The left side of Figure 1
shows an approximation built using the above algorithm.
2.4 Temporal averaging
In order to accomodate for dynamic scene updates, we employ
a non-linear temporal averaging scheme that allows to give
more weight to new samples than older ones. In practice we
do this by keeping track of two counters coldh and c
new
h for
each basis function, corresponding to the cumulative counters
up to the old frame, and new counters for the new frame
only. When we apply equation (8), we then use the following
weighted average:
L˜newo,h = (1− αnew) · L˜oldo,h +
αnew ·
N∑
p=1
L¯newo (xp,i, ω
o
p,i)
bh(xp,i, w
o
p,i)w(xp,i|xp,i−1)
cnewh
(10)
where the blending coefficient αnew is computed as:
αnew = max
(√
cnewh /(c
old
h + c
new
h ), T
−1
max
)
(11)
and Tmax is a user-defined constant useful to limit the size of
the temporal window. Notice that the presence of the square
root inside the blending coefficient makes the weighted aver-
age a hybrid between linear accumulation (which would be
obtained without the square root), and exponential weight-
ing, which would be obtained with a constant αnew. The
counters coldh can additionally be zeroed either locally, and on
demand, according to custom heuristics designed to detect
local changes, or globally, in the presence of large structural
changes to geometry or illumination.
The reason why such a non-linear, non-exponential hybrid
is desirable is to be found in the fact that, in a static setting,
linear averaging corresponds to calculating the optimal Monte
Carlo sample average, whereas exponential averaging gives
exponentially diminishing weight to older samples, and hence
discards information at an exponential rate. We found the
ability to limit the loss of temporal information to be very
useful, especially as some latency in the changes in indirect
illumination is typically not very noticeable.
2.5 Incoming radiance and other fields
So far we have discussed representations that span the out-
going radiance field only, without directly encoding the in-
coming radiance distribution. Some of the applications we
will describe in the following sections require approximations
of the product of incoming radiance and the local brdf. Ex-
tending the representation to also account for the incoming
radiance distribution would require minor modifications to
the update equations. It is enough to recall that the outgoing
and incoming radiance are related by:
Li = GLo
where G is the propagation operator [Veach 1997]. The basic
update equations for the incoming radiance would then be:
L˜newi,h ≈
N∑
p=1
L¯newi (xp,i, ω
i
p,i)
bh(xp,i, ω
i
p,i)w(xp,i|xp,i−1)
ch
(12)
L¯newi (xi, ω
i
i) = L˜
curr
o,h (xi+1, ω
o
i+1)G(xi, xi+1)
· w(xi+1|xi)
p(xi+1|xi) (13)
If we instead want to encode the product of incoming radiance
and the local brdf, which we denote by f˜Li, we get:
f˜L
new
i,h ≈
N∑
p=1
f¯L
new
i (xp,i, ω
i
p,i)
bh(xp,i, ω
i
p,i)w(xp,i|xp,i−1)
ch
(14)
f¯L
new
i (xi, ω
i
i) = L˜
curr
o,h (xi+1, ω
o
i+1)
· fi(ωii , ωoi )G(xi, xi+1)
· w(xi+1|xi)
p(xi+1|xi) (15)
Yet another field that might be useful to approximate is
Lo\e = Lo − Le (corresponding to all radiance transported
at least once). In order to learn the corresponding projection
L˜o\e it is enough to omit the Le term from equation (9).
Pseudo-code for tracking this field is given in Algorithm 2.
Finally, while so far we have assumed that all available
sampling techniques might be used to update these fields,
for path guiding applications it might in fact be beneficial to
exclude some - for example because we would like to focus
guided samples to areas that are not already covered by other
techniques such as next-event estimation [Karl´ık et al. 2019].
This would result in a down-weighted field, including only
one or some of the multiple importance sampling components
(and hence with weights not summing up to one).
2.6 Basis functions and data structures
The choice of basis functions and data structures is orthogonal
to the methods described in this work. However, in our
implementation we have chosen a representation based on
the efficient 5d spatial hashing scheme described by Binder
et al [2018], with one crucial modification: for the outgoing
radiance fields L˜o and L˜o\e, instead of using the surface
normal at each path vertex to create a 5d hash as proposed
in the original paper, we employ the outgoing direction -
thus matching the representation needed to encode our 5d
light field. Similarly, for the incoming radiance field L˜i we
employ a 5d hash over the position and the incoming direction.
Thus, our basis functions are essentially the product of a
grid discretization of the spatial component and another
grid discretization of the directional component. This simple
modification is key to keep sparsity in the encoding of our
high-dimensional light fields, and what allows to work with
a limited memory footprint.
In order to account for normal variation within each hash
cell, we have further employed a low-order spherical harmon-
ics representation (in our case, just two bands representing
luminance in a YCoCg color decomposition) - thus making
our basis functions effectively span a 7d space.
For f˜Li, while we could directly adopt a 7d extension of the
spatial hashing scheme encoding the position together with
the incoming and outgoing directions, such a data-structure
would not be practical for importance sampling due to its
sparsity in the incoming directional domain. Hence, we
have also experimented combining spatial hashing for the 3d
spatial component and the 2d outgoing direction with three
different dense representations for the 2d incoming direction
domain: regular grids, k-d trees, and spherical gaussian
mixture models (GMMs). While regular grids represent an
orthonormal basis, making their update straightforward (even
on parallel architectures), k-d trees and gaussian mixtures
do not, and require custom update methods.
2.6.1 Spherical GMMs
Vorba et al [2014] proposed using spherical Gaussian mixture
models to learn the incoming radiance distribution, using an
algorithm dubbed stepwise-EM. We use the same algorithm
to learn the product of incoming radiance and the brdf slice
tied to the given cone of output directions associated to a
spatial hash cell.
The original algorithm was designed to be executed inde-
pendently for each CPU thread, each working on a different
GMM. This execution model scales poorly to massively par-
allel GPU hardware: partly because of lack of parallelism
(typically the number of cells/GMMs to update is measured
in the thousands to tens of thousands per frame), partly
because each GMM requires significant amounts of memory
(with 6 floats per component, plus 8 more for the sufficient
statistics), which cannot easily fit in on-chip memory and
hence would require heavy longer-latency memory traffic.
Hence we developed two different parallel adaptations. The
first and simplest is a plain SIMT adaptation that uses one
SIMT lane per component. Recall that the original algorithm
is divided into two broad phases, the E - and the M -steps,
which are executed, respectively, for every new sample and
every N samples. Focusing on a single GMM, given the
sufficient statistics ui at step i, represented as a matrix with
C rows and 8 columns, where C is the number of mixture
components, and a new sample si = (sx, sy) with weight wi,
the E -step can be written as:
ui[c] = ai · ui−1[c] + bi · vi (16)
where:
vi = (1, sx, sy, sx · sx, sy · sy, sx · sy, 1/γc, 1/bi)
ai = (1− i−α)
bi = i
−α · wi · γc (17)
and γc is the responsibility of the c-th component of the
current GMM for the point si:
γc =
pc(si)∑
j pj(si)
(18)
Notice how the update equations (16) can be trivially
parallelized across components; the only computation that
needs special care is the calculation of γc, which requires all
threads to participate in the computation of the denominator,
essentially computing a parallel reduction.
This one-thread-per-component mapping is significantly
faster than the trivial one-thread-per-GMM mapping, espe-
cially as it allows each thread to only keep one component
worth of data in registers. However, load-balancing might
still be an issue, as some hash cells/GMMs might receive
many more samples than others, requiring an uneven number
of E-step iterations.
Hence, we devised an even broader parallelization strategy
that uses one thread per sample. In fact, while the recurrent
relation (16) seems to impose complex dependencies that
do not allow parallelizing across samples, expanding the
recurrent relation one can obtain:
ui[c] = bi · vi +
∑
1≤j<i
bj · vj ·
∏
j<k≤i
(1− k−α) (19)
that is to say: the sufficient statistics for the i-th sample
are obtained by summing up the contributions vj of all the
samples preceding it, weighted by a product term of the form:
g(j) =
∏
j<k≤i
(1− k−α) (20)
The main observation behind our parallelization strategy is
that we can compute the logarithm of g(j) with a parallel
prefix-sum:
log(g(j)) =
∑
j<k≤i
(1− k−α) (21)
Hence, we first sort the samples recorded during a frame
by GMM; then we proceed by calculating the coefficients
log(g(j)) for each sample contributing to each GMM with a
segmented parallel prefix-sum (where each GMM defines a
segment) and finally, we evaluate equation (19) using another
segmented parallel reduction.
2.6.2 Spherical k-d trees
In order to develop scalable algorithms to efficiently access
and update tens of thousands of spherical k-d trees in a
massively parallel setting, we opted for a simple and compact
representation, constraining each k-d tree to possess the same
number of leaves, while freely adapting both their topology
and the sampling probabilities assigned to their leaves using
statistics collected during each frame.
Constraining each tree to possess the same number of leaves
L, and consequently the same number of nodes 2·L−1, allows
to store the trees compactly in deterministic order and avoids
random memory allocation, striking a careful balance between
memory-access efficiency and representational flexibility.
Our k-d trees span a 2d domain [0, 1]2, representing a uni-
form parameterization of the sphere. Starting from uniformly
split k-d trees (essentially representing uniform grids), we
update the probability of each leaf according to the sum
of the contributions of the samples falling within it - so as
to keep the sampling probability of each leaf proportional
to the integral of the incoming radiance times the BRDF
(remembering that each k-d tree is tied to a given cone of
output directions).
Finally, we update each tree’s topology using the split-
collapse algorithm employed by Pantaleoni for reinforcement
light-cuts learning [2019]: at the end of each frame, for each
k-d tree we look at the leaf with highest probability lmax, and
the parent with lowest probability pmin: if the probability of
the former is higher than that of the latter times a constant T ,
i.e. P (lmax) > T · P (pmin), we split lmax and collapse pmin.
Similarly to the original implementation of split-collapse,
we launch one thread block per k-d tree, and parallelize all
phases of the algorithm.
During rendering, sampling from each k-d tree itself is
performed using hierarchical sample warping [Clarberg et al.
2005]. For each sample, we store its primary sample space
coordinate together with its MIS weighted contribution in
order to update the leaf probabilities at the end of the frame.
3 Relation to previous work
Besides the similarities and the differences to path space
filtering [Keller et al. 2014; Binder et al. 2018] already men-
tioned at the end of section 2.1, the overall structure of our
update scheme shares some similarities to that used for the
Q-table creation in the reinforcement learning approach from
Dahm et al [2017]. Here, however, the creation of all our
approximators is entirely decoupled from path guiding and re-
inforcement learning and simply embedded in a more general
approximation framework tied to arbitrary path sampling
schemes, and extended to represent outgoing radiance, incom-
ing radiance and the product of incoming radiance with the
local brdf, as opposed to a pdf (the Q-table) approximating
incoming radiance only (limiting the technique from Dahm
et al [2017] to only handle path guiding for diffuse materials);
this new, more flexible framework is further extended to
explicitly keep track of multiple importance sampling and
weighted distributions.
Furthermore, we have shown how to enable faster conver-
gence by using hierarchical basis functions (Section 2.3) and
an improved, non-exponential handling of temporal averaging
(Section 2.4), and we have extended the scope of practical
implementations to use a larger set of basis functions that
can span the complete 7d field needed to represent product
distributions while using acceptable storage. Key to the lat-
ter is the use of a representation that is sparse in the outgoing
direction, achieved by modifying the sparse spatial hashing
scheme of Binder et al [2018] to hash over the outgoing direc-
tion as opposed to using the surface normal. Detail due to
normal variation in each cell is instead optionally recaptured
using the YCoCg spherical harmonics representation.
To our knowledge our framework is the first that can
directly handle product distributions without computing the
product of separate approximations of the incoming light field
and the local brdf on-the-fly, as done by Herholz et al [2016],
an operation that is rather expensive and that requires brdf
representations that can easily be converted to the target
basis functions (again limiting the applicability to complex
material models).
Finally, we have provided novel scalable algorithms for
efficiently learning GMMs and adaptive k-d trees on massively
parallel architectures.
In the next sections we will further show how the resulting
approximations can be used to enable a new set of estimators
and control methods that go beyond simple path guiding.
4 Unbiased estimation
Once we have an approximation of the outgoing and the
incoming light fields L˜o and L˜i we can directly use them
to control our path sampling estimators. While previous
research on path guiding methods has already covered using
similar approximations for importance sampling, we will show
how they can also be very effectively employed as control
variates.
4.1 Importance sampling (or path guiding)
All path guiding methods are based on importance sampling
from either an approximate representation of the incoming
radiance distribution [Vorba et al. 2014; Mu¨ller et al. 2017;
Dahm and Keller 2017] or a representation of the product of
incoming radiance and the local brdf [Herholz et al. 2016]
that is learnt on-the-fly. Progressive spatio-temporal filter-
ing allows to build exactly such a representation f˜Li. In
order to make the process unbiased, during each frame we
importance sample f˜L
old
i while updating an entirely separate
approximation f˜L
new
i that is only going to be used in the
next frame.
In the following it will be convenient to look at local path
sampling as a recursive solution of the rendering equation
written in its integral form:
Lo(x, ω
o) = Le(x, ω
o) +
∫
Ω
Li(x, ω
i)fx(ω
i, ωo)cos(θi)dωi
(22)
Given a path vertex xj and an output direction ω
o
j , we
solve for Lo(xj , ω
o
j ) by sampling a direction ω
i
j according to
some projected solid angle probability p⊥(ωij |xj) and using
the single-sample estimator:
Lo\e(xj , ω
o
j ) ≈ Li(xj , ωi)fxj (ωij , ωoj )
w(ωij |xj)
p⊥(ωij |xj)
(23)
This view makes it clear that the changes due to the
approximation-based importance sampling technique are
simply embedded in the vertex sampling probabilities
p(xj+1|xj) = p⊥(ωij |xj)G(xj , xj+1), and do not change the
form of the final path sampling estimators.
In practice, at each path vertex we combine sampling
according to f˜Li with a defensive strategy based on the BSDF
by means of multiple importance sampling. Similarly, other
vertex sampling techniques such as next-event estimation can
be easily incorporated.
4.2 Control variates
As anticipated, another estimator can be obtained using our
new approximations as a control variate. Suppose we are
integrating a function g(x), and have another function h(x)
with known integral Ih; we can then obtain an unbiased
estimator of the integral of g as:
E[g] ≈ [g(x)− βh(x) + βIh]
p(x)
. (24)
where β is a control parameter. The function h is said to be
a control variate [Owen and Zhou 2000].
Again, by recalling that at each part vertex (xj , ω
o
j ) we
are locally solving equation (22), we can exploit this fact by
using the control variate h = ˜fLi(xj , ω
i
j) with known integral
L˜o\e(xj , ω
o
j ). The corresponding estimator will be:
Lo\e(xj , ω
o
j ) ≈[
Li(xj , ω
i)fxj (ω
i
j , ω
o
j )− β ˜fLi(xj , ωij) + βL˜o\e(xj , ωoj )
]
·
· w(ω
i
j |xj)
p⊥(ωij |xj)
(25)
As we will show in the results section, such a control
variate can be surprisingly effective. In practice, we have
also observed that it is sufficient and sometimes beneficial
to restrict its application to the first few vertices along a
path. Moreover, while for a given function h optimal variance
reduction would require optimizing for β, we have obtained
excellent results even with fixed β in the range [0.5, 1].
4.3 Importance sampling with control variates
As shown by He and Owen [2014] combining importance sam-
pling and control variates can theorically lead to even lower
variance estimators. For several importance sampling tech-
niques p1, · · · , pm, He and Owen suggest using the following
estimator:
E[g] ≈
[
g(x)− βTh(x) + Ih
]
pα(x)
(26)
where pα is a weighted average of the probabilities pα =∑
i αipi, h is a vector function h = (p1(x), · · · , pm(x)) and
α and β are multi-dimensional parameters in Rm.
In our case, since at each vertex we use both the BSDF
defensive strategy, p0, and the approximation-based impor-
tance sampling strategy p1 = ˜fLi, we have chosen to employ
a simpler combined control variate of the form:
E[g] ≈ g(x)− β [p1(x)− p0(x)]
pα(x)
(27)
where α = (α0, α1) is the ratio of samples allocated to each
of the two strategies, and β is again a simple scalar control.
The choice of the scalar function p1 − p0 as a control variate
follows the approach described by Li et al [2013], and it
is equally efficient as the original estimator (26), which is
singular in β. Moreover, it has the advantage of having a
zero integral.
5 Biased estimation
In the previous section we have covered many alternative
unbiased estimators of the rendering equation that can be
built on top of our online approximation of the underlying
light field. In this section we’ll cover yet another biased
estimator that can further reduce the overall error at the cost
of some bias. The basic idea is to take the control variate
estimator (25) with β = 1, and reparameterize it as:
Lo\e(xj , ω
o
j ) ≈
·
[
γ
(
Li(xj , ω
i)fxj (ω
i
j , ω
o
j )− ˜fLi(xj , ωij)
)
+ L˜o\e(xj , ω
o
j )
]
·
· w(ω
i
j |xj)
p⊥(ωij |xj)
(28)
We look at this estimator as a predictor-corrector model,
where the L˜o\e(xj , ω
o
j ) term plays the role of the predictor,
and the difference:
γ
(
Li(xj , ω
i)fxj (ω
i
j , ω
o
j )− ˜fLi(xj , ωij)
)
plays the role of the corrector. By setting γ < 1 we simply
bias the solution towards the predictor. Notice that, again,
we can use such an estimator at any (or even every) vertex
along a path. By setting γ = 0 and using it only at the very
first diffuse vertex, we can reproduce the effect of the path
space filtering algorithm by Keller et al [2014], except it is
extended to handle all-frequency lighting and use the more
efficient progressive spatio-temporal filtering approximation.
6 Results and discussion
In order to test the various algorithms we have used a repro-
duction of Eric Veach’s door ajar scene, notoriously designed
to be hard for light transport simulation. We have also
slightly modified the scene to make use of more modern ren-
dering features, such as layered material models that are not
either simply diffuse or purely specular. Figure 1 shows a
perfectly converged path traced rendering using the control
variate estimator (on the right), together with the approx-
imation of the outgoing light field L˜o that we obtain in a
few iterations (32 frames at 1spp each) with our progressive
spatio-temporal filtering algorithm. Notice how our progres-
sive solver converges extremely quickly, and can reproduce
high frequency transport such as that due to glossy inter-
reflections.
We implemented all the above methods on top of the highly
efficient massively parallel path tracing kernels in Fermat,
Figure 3: A graph of the root mean square error (RMSE)
plotted over time for all our unbiased estimators.
paying attention to exploit all available parallelism and reduc-
ing synchronization overheads in all phases of computation,
including updates of the GMM and k-d tree representations.
The control-variate and biased approaches result in very
low-overhead: roughly 2-4ms on top of a total per-frame
cost of 16-20ms for path-tracing a 1080p image at 1spp on
a system equipped with a single RTX 2080 Ti. The path
guiding approaches resulted in much higher overheads de-
spite all our efforts: importance sampling and evaluating the
importance sampling pdf of the GMM, together with their
updates, resulted in an added cost of about 70ms per frame.
Our custom k-d tree method resulted in a lower overhead
of about 30-40ms per frame. The path guiding kernels also
required a much higher memory consumption: while the pure
spatial hashing representations used for the control variates
requires only 48 bytes per cell (24 for the biased estimator
with γ = 0), and a hash table of 4M entries, the GMM rep-
resentation requires 6 floats per component per spatial cell,
resulting in 96 bytes per cell for a 4-component GMM and
182 bytes per cell for an 8-component one. Our adaptively
split k-d trees require exactly 128 bytes per spatial cell.
Table 1 shows a comparison of all our estimators from
sections (3) and (4) for various sample counts, as well as
pure path tracing with and without next-event estimation.
In particular, we compare the PSTF-based pure path guid-
ing / importance sampling estimator (PSTF-IS), the control
variate estimator (PSTF-CV), the combined importance sam-
pling + control variate estimator (PSTF-IS-CV) and finally
the biased estimator with γ = 0 applied at the second vertex
along a path (PSTF-B). All the PSTF-based estimators in-
clude next-event estimation. For the 1spp images, we used a
warm-up phase of 32 frames to obtain nearly converged ap-
proximations. Notice how at 1spp the control variate based
estimators provide for widely improved convergence even
compared to the path guiding estimator (despite being far
cheaper to evaluate), and gets orders of magnitude lower
variance than the raw path sampling estimator. The biased
estimator improves the results even further. Notice that
applying it at the second bounce helps to reduce its bias and
to hide some of its associated lower frequency noise.
Figure 3 compares the performance by graphing over
time the root mean square error (RMSE) of all our un-
biased estimators. The comparison, obtained measuring
averages over a variety of scenes, includes the k-d tree based
importance-sampling estimator (KD-IS), the k-d tree based
control variate estimator (KD-CV), the k-d tree based cou-
pled importance-sampling plus control variate estimator (KD-
IS-CV), the GMM based importance-sampling estimator
with 4 components (GMM-4), the GMM based importance-
sampling estimator with 8 components (GMM-8), and plain
path-tracing with next-event estimation (PT). As our work
is strictly addressing real-time rendering scenarios, we ex-
plicitly opted not to compare against previous path-guiding
methods that were designed solely for offline rendering and
had much larger overheads and parallelization bottlenecks.
Notice how the control variate k-d tree based estimator at
real-time settings (60ms) is roughly 13x faster than a pure
path-tracing estimator (i.e. the path-tracing estimator has
the same variance after 0.8s), and between 10x and 13x
times faster than the GMM based path-guiding estimators.
Path guiding based approaches start becoming more efficient
than the pure control variate estimator after 0.8-2 seconds
depending on the implementation, whereas the combined
importance-sampling plus control variate estimator starts
providing an advantage after 0.2 seconds, although the ad-
vantage brought in by the control variate is asymptotically
lost.
Figure 4 shows an equal-time comparison on a different
scene where the biased estimator provides much less noisy
results than simple path tracing, despite the much simpler
light transport configuration. Figure 5 shows another equal-
time comparison on a complex visibility scene where our
biased estimator is compared to plain path-space filtering.
We also want to highlight that while other works on path
guiding have overlooked this aspect, in order to make such
comparisons meaningful it is absolutely critical to include
next-event estimation, since this seemingly basic technique
can reduce variance thousand-folds in the presence of complex
lighting, and is by itself way more effective than path guiding
alone1.
Finally, we speculate that pure path guiding / importance
sampling may not be very cost-effective when compared to a
path-tracer with next-event estimation due to the fact that
imperfect importance sampling techniques can lead to higher
variance samples, that can only be partially mitigated by
multiple importance sampling. While Owen and Zhou [Owen
and Zhou 2000] have discussed safer strategies to minimize
the additional variance due to locally suboptimal importance
sampling techniques, these involve costly convex optimiza-
tion of the multiple importance sampling weights. Moreover,
it is important to notice that in many cases path guiding
only helps with a tiny portion of a path: for example, in the
door ajar scene it helps going through the door. However,
both inside the first room and once in the back room, where
multiple bounces among the walls diffuse out the overall
lighting, path guiding cannot provide much help - though it
still adds its associated overheads. Interestingly, Vorba et al
[2019] have recently introduced a simpler online MIS opti-
mization technique performing stochastic gradient descent on
KL divergence that seems to minimize the negative impact of
suboptimal importance sampling decisions by reducing their
probability2. While we did not have a chance to test this
yet, even this simple algorithm is bound to increase memory
traffic and incur additional synchronization overhead, as it
requires the use of spin-locks that are potentially expensive
in a massively parallel scenario.
1Except for caustics, where simple next-event estimation cannot
work, and one should resort to more complex approaches [Hanika
et al. 2015a]
2as opposed to introducing a control variate as in [Owen and
Zhou 2000].
Figure 4: An equal-time comparison of our biased estimator
performed at the first vertex (left side) against path tracing
with next-event estimation (right side).
6.1 Future work
Besides applying the same techniques to the handling of
participating media, a natural extension of this work would
be to combine it with adjoint-driven Russian roulette and
splitting [Vorba and Krˇiva´nek 2016], which might help further
reduce variance at a low additional cost. Another venue would
be to couple it with progressive photon mapping [Hachisuka
et al. 2008; Hachisuka and Jensen 2009] or vertex merging
techniques [Hachisuka et al. 2012]. Yet another potential area
is coupling it with the latest results on improved multiple
importance sampling [Ivo et al. 2019; Karl´ık et al. 2019;
Sbert and Elvira 2019]. Finally, it would be interesting to
automate the choice of the constant γ in our biased estimator
to minimize total error, seen as the sum of bias and variance.
7 Appendix
Recall that a basis function bh ∈ H is, like radiance, a
function bh : R→ R on the ray space manifold R = M× S2,
a product of the set of scene surfaces M and the sphere
of directions S2. The natural measure on ray space is the
throughput measure:
dµ(x, ω) = dA(x)× dσ⊥(ω) (29)
In order to compute the throughput measure probability
PT (x, ω) of sampling a path landing on a point x from di-
rection −ω, we will start by considering the area probability
PA(x,y) of sampling a path whose last two path vertices
are, respectively, first y and finally x. This is the product of
two factors: the probability of sampling a path landing on
y, times the area probability p(x|y) of sampling x given y.
The first factor can be obtained by integrating over all paths
of all possible lengths l, so that we have:
PA(x,y) = p(x|y)
·
∞∑
l=0
∫
p(x0 · · · xl)p(y|xl)dA(x0) · · · dA(xl)
(30)
Now, if we consider the fact that the point y can be deter-
ministically obtained tracing a ray from x in direction ω,
i.e. y = h(x, ω), we can convert between the area measure
probability PA(x,y) and the throughput measure PT (x, ω)
with the formula:
PT (x, ω) = PA(x,y) · 1
G(x,y)
(31)
1 spp 32 spp 60s
P
T
w
/
o
N
E
E
RMSE 0.625053 RMSE 0.625053 RMSE 0.564618
P
T
w
/
N
E
E
RMSE 0.618978 RMSE 0.495649 RMSE 0.155520
P
S
T
F
-I
S
RMSE 0.608228 RMSE 0.424356 RMSE 0.110337
P
S
T
F
-C
V
RMSE 0.564476 RMSE 0.367088 RMSE 0.126974
P
S
T
F
-I
S
-C
V
RMSE 0.536593 RMSE 0.374096 RMSE 0.128888
P
S
T
F
-B
RMSE 0.508294 RMSE 0.215887 RMSE 0.072084
Table 1: From top to bottom: 1. path tracing without NEE, 2. path tracing with NEE, 3. PSTF-IS, 4. PSTF-CV, 5.
PSTF-IS-CV, 6. PSTF-B From left to right: 1 spp for the first column, 32 spp for the second column, and a same-time
comparison for all the rows of the third column, after 60 seconds.
Figure 5: An equal-time comparison of PSF (left) and the biased PSTF estimator (right) applied at the first bounce, at 32spp,
with the same pixel-sized spatial hashing. The progressive nature of PSTF allows for much quicker convergence.
ALGORITHM 1: basic PSTF path-tracing skeleton, tracking
the field L˜o
sample value = 0;
sample weight = 1;
(x0, ω
i
0, p
⊥
0 ) = sample camera ();
// set the MIS weight to 1 (no other technique here)
w0 = 1;
f0 = 1;
for j = 1 in ∞:
xj = intersect (xj−1, ωij−1);
ωoj = -ω
i
j−1;
// increment the touched finite-elements’ counters
increment counters (xj , ω
o
j );
// update L˜newo at the previous vertex (xj−1, ω
o
j−1)
// using information from the current
if j > 0:
update value =
L˜oldo (xj , ω
o
j ) · fj−1 · wj−1/p⊥j−1;
update approx (
xj−1, ωoj−1,
update value );
// accumulate the local emission at this vertex
sample value += sample weight ·Le(xj , ωoj );
// and accumulate it to L˜newo at this vertex
update value = Le(xj , ω
o
j );
update approx (
xj , ω
o
j ,
update value );
// perform next event estimation
nee value = next event estimation (xj , ω
o
j );
// add its contribution to the output
sample value += sample weight · nee value;
// sample a scattering event
(ωij , fj , p
⊥
j , wj) = scattering event (xj , ω
o
j );
// update the sample weight for this path
sample weight = sample weight ·fj · wj/p⊥j ;
return sample value;
ALGORITHM 2: basic PSTF path-tracing skeleton, tracking
the field L˜o\e
sample value = 0;
sample weight = 1;
(x0, ω
i
0, p
⊥
0 ) = sample camera ();
// set the MIS weight to 1 (no other technique here)
w0 = 1;
f0 = 1;
for j = 1 in ∞:
xj = intersect (xj−1, ωij−1);
ωoj = -ω
i
j−1;
// increment the touched finite-elements’ counters
increment counters (xj , ω
o
j );
// accumulate the local emission at this vertex
sample value += sample weight ·Le(xj , ωoj );
// update L˜newo\e at the previous vertex (xj−1, ω
o
j−1)
// using information from the current
if j > 0:
update value =
[Le(xj , ω
o
j )
L˜oldo\e(xj , ω
o
j )] · fj−1 · wj−1/p⊥j−1;
update approx (
xj−1, ωoj−1,
update value );
// perform next event estimation
nee value = next event estimation (xj , ω
o
j );
// add its contribution to the output
sample value += sample weight · nee value;
// and (optionally) use it to update L˜newo\e
// at this vertex (xj , ω
o
j ) (recalling this
// technique represents light transported
// once, i.e. TLe)
update approx (
xj , ω
o
j ,
nee value );
// sample a scattering event
(ωij , fj , p
⊥
j , wj) = scattering event (xj , ω
o
j );
// update the sample weight for this path
sample weight = sample weight ·fj · wj/p⊥j ;
return sample value;
where G(x,y) is the usual geometric throughput:
G(x,y) =
|ω · nx||ω · ny|
|x− y|2 (32)
Finally, we can convert between the area probability p(x|y)
and the projected solid angle probability p⊥y (−ω) of sampling
the direction −ω at vertex y using the identity:
p(x|y) = p⊥y (−ω)G(x,y) (33)
and combining the expressions we get:
PT (x, ω) = p
⊥
y (−ω)
·
∞∑
l=0
∫
p(x0 · · · xl)p(y|xl)dA(x0) · · · dA(xl)
(34)
with the position y = h(x, ω).
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